Digital Policing
Real-Time Cross-Border/Agency Data Sharing,
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Loss Prevention,
Time Sensitive CCTV Investigation, Facial Recognition,
Perceptive Intelligence, Street Smart Technology
LENSS Currency Tracking/Sharing ‘Real-Time’ Network

What Do These Groups & Individuals Have in Common,
Human/Child Trafficking/Slavery/Pedophile Detectives, Drug Diversion Programs, Probation Officers & Sports Venues?

Searching and collecting data/information, then placing in massive data silos which sit there until
someone attempts with a direct query on an individual or group is not a practical business.
The hard work by these passionate groups and individuals is slowly paying off, but due to the
lack of cross-border/agency data sharing in real-time, major opportunities are missed, lost and
might never be resolved.
Whenever you hear the word databases you immediately think,
we cannot afford to build such a behemoth, let alone find
someone to manage it, it is not within your expertise.

WRONG!
We have and will assist you all, law enforcement agencies
and non-profits that are involved in this important work to
rid ourselves of these societal problems.
Sharing of data and especially criminal or event data between agencies has never ever existed in
a real-time setting.
I beg to differ, it does and has been working positively in the State of Louisiana for nearly three
years. It has been the beta test bed before we are now releasing our proven LENSS modules
globally.
LENSS stands for Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution.
Nationally and Internationally we know and understand the
trafficking corridors that crisscross the USA, South America,
Asia and Europe that are in use for Human/Child/Sex
Trafficking, Slavery and Pedophile transportation with dire
effects.
These are the same corridors that drug/currency mules travel. We
recognize by the implementation of the LENSS
Currency/Financial Network Sharing Solution the transformation
that is occurring.
This solution is the only network solution that seized funds
are scanned via our currency machines and proprietary
software, storing all serial numbers/denominations and
other ancillary financial information such as debit/credit
numbers within LENSS. Accessible by any other law
enforcement officer on the system to verify any monies or
financial information seized in a traffic stop, SWAT raid,
Crime scene, or stop and search. This is across borders and
agencies from one end of the country to the other, also
internationally!
That is not all, any previous report on the monies, financial
information or the individuals that have been reported will be within the thread shown on their computer
screen/Smartphone. In turn, it will notify all that have ever ‘touched’ the monies or the individual
previously with an SMS text message and/or email instantaneously.
NCIC/DMV is also checked through LENSS, but the returned information is in so much more depth and is
a warning for the officer of previous additional incidents that he or she would have never known.
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This is officer safety at a whole unique level which all deserve.

LENSS comprises law enforcement elements which are only applicable to their daily routines and
privacy classification and not available to the public. On the other hand, our LPNSS (Loss
Prevention Network Sharing Solution) is a subset of the full LENSS without the ability to
see criminal data but reports incidents in their retail stores, which in turn is available to all
LPNSS approved subscribers and linked to local and Federal law enforcement for criminal
activity reporting.
This same solution is used for collecting information within other organizations, including Sports
venues for crowd/fan control and sharing individual’s information who are banned or just
undesirables.
Let us walk you through the solution.
Not having current and up-to-date information in law enforcement is a
killer! Knowledge of what you are walking into for a ‘call for service’
has never been so vital in our increasingly violent society. Police
officers are frontline and are called upon to resolve and solve
individual’s businesses and community’s issues in regard to criminal
acts or disputes.
Here is the issue, law enforcement databases, all, in fact, local
department, county, state, and Federal are so disjointed,
disconnected, not shared and hidden in data silos, which is costing an
inordinate amount of time, depleting the reduced budget, increasing frustration and placing
officer safety at an even higher risk. Most departments have such outdated computer
technology and hardware, they don’t have the budget for necessary upgrades.
The 18,000+ law enforcement agencies in America and the 43 main police constabularies, plus
lesser known smaller agencies within the United Kingdom are all going in different directions
trying catch up with technology which will advance crime solving. Having a myriad of mobile
apps and individual forces spending and wasting their exhausted budgets on technology research
and not being on the same page is not going to solve the compounding issue.
The ideal solution is ‘one-stop shopping’, so to speak, one screen, one solution with access to
all databases and real-time information. That would be too perfect, would it not?
Well since 1993 that exact solution was created, available, in use, with crime analytics,
predictive analysis and now with ‘live’ real-time information sharing across agencies. It has
grown today to a crime-fighting solution from CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk
Solutions Partner.
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Shared Solution) which encompasses all demanded databases
every time you access information. All within one operation, no additional programs to use, no
more retyping names, vehicles tag or other vital information, it is right in the palm of the hand.
The major difference is that all checked information from a traffic stop, crime report, criminal
charge or a stop & frisk is of course reviewed, it is the officer notes that make a radical
difference. The words of the officer are key. Those little noted visual nuisances or additional
digital images are a trigger and are highlighted and shared with all.
Where LENSS is so vastly different, LENSS is your key as your gateway to all available
databases, such as DMV, NCIC, PNC, CRIMINT etc. As the officer opens this new inquiry it now
also informs the officer of all information and protective issues. It also informs any officer who
via their report filing and notes input, making this inquiry of a person, vehicle or incident
instantaneously sending via email and or SMS text to any officer who has filed a report or made
an arrest of this individual or reported incident. They now can join in this potential situation and
protect the officer on this call and potentially solve their outstanding crime also. This is across
all agencies and borders, not just in a single agency.
The same usage within any sports venue, British/American Football venues, Rugby, Basketball,
Hockey, Horse racing, Golf, and Casinos brings so much shared information across all venues
anywhere. This is now available for a safer atmosphere for all.
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Within a stadium environment, hundreds and thousands of supporters/fans with immense rivalry
are shoulders to shoulder. Your security steward solution is there to recognize incidents and
deal with them physically on the spot.
CCTV can record information and stewards can also record via
Smartphones for far more close video/photographs. What will you
do with this real-time information? Location information is not being
shared to assist in the incidents, until now!
SSNSS (Sports Supporter Network Sharing Solution) is revolutionary
in the fact any incident that occurs at any sports venue, where a
supporter acts out, is banned, arrested for committing a crime is
shared through the solution.
For example, a supporter is caught fighting, brought back to the incident control center,
identification information, photograph, essential notes are recorded, and documented in an FIR,
(Field Interview Report). This now becomes a ‘Subject Packet’ or if he/she is already known
when logged within SSNSS and shared for querying throughout the system immediately more
current information will appear. Other information such as CCTV footage can be easily attached
and if a criminal charge is necessitated, this will be recorded. This same information is available
to all law enforcement across borders and agencies.
If this same banned supporter travels to another venue, the same
information is available to the stadium security staff and can be
queried for all banned individuals. The files of those that fit this
query will contain informational data, photographs, and video and
if the police have further information. Local law enforcement can
query in the same manner for proactive intelligence.
When an incident or fight/melee occur in the stands, supervisory
stewards will take pictures/video etc. documenting the individuals,
which is immediately transmitted to all other supervisors, central
control, and law enforcement. This gives all a chance to stop the individuals prior to leaving,
detain, interview and could result in criminal charges and or a ban.
This improves safety for all and is a major proactive approach.
Many law courts today are looking to simplify how they can intercede for individuals to have that
second chance. Importantly, it is how you supervise these individuals and exactly know what
they are doing or getting into.
This works in the same manner for Probation
Officers and Parolees.
Diversion programs are all well and good but the
monitoring thereof is cumbersome, time-consuming
and to be honest not always that effective.

Until NOW!
LEDNSS (Law Enforcement Diversion Network Sharing Solution). The individual is entered into
the LEDNSS Diversion program, all details are recorded in a ‘Subject Packet’, which is inactive
until an additional incident occurs.
If the individual is stopped or arrested by any law enforcement officer, the report will trigger all
further communications between all parties, the court is informed as is an assigned officer. The
parents are also informed if the individual is a minor or they are a guardian.
In the case of a parolee, the probation officer is informed by the same means via a SMS text
and/or Email instantaneously.
Those non-profits who are doing incredible work in collecting information on the deviant
miscreants involved in trafficking of all kinds can document via a ‘Subject Packet’ format and
will be sharing with all in their networks. There will be access for law enforcement. It works in
the same manner as described above.
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